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Summary 
We show that repeating units from all reported disease 
genes are capable of forming hairpins of common 
structure and threshold stability. The threshold stabil- 
ity is roughly -50 kcal per hairpin and is influenced 
by the flanking sequence of the gene. Hairpin stability 
has two components, sequence and length; only DNA 
of select sequences and the correct length can form 
hairpins of threshold energy. There is a correlation 
among the ability to form hairpins of threshold stabil- 
ity, the sequence selectivity of expansion, and the 
length dependence of expansion. Additionally, hairpin 
formation provides a potential structural basis for the 
constancy of the CCG region of the Huntington’s dis- 
ease gene in individuals and explains the stabilizing 
effects of AGG interruptions in FMRf alleles. 
Introduction 
Unstable repeats of di- and trinucleotides are a recently 
described class of mutations in which the mutation is a 
change in the copy number of the repeated unit (Bates 
and Lehrach, 1994; Mandel, 1994; Warren and Nelson, 
1993; Ross et al., 1993; Richards and Sutherland, 1992). 
Instability can be classified either as a large increase 
(+lO-74 repeats) (class I) or as smaller changes ( f 4 re- 
peats) comprising either insertion or deletion mutations 
(class II). Large expansions are associated with diseases 
such as Huntington’s disease, fragile X, myotonic dys- 
trophy, spinocerebellar ataxia type 1, and hereditary den- 
tatorubral-pallidoluysian atrophy (Bates and Lehrach, 
1994; Mandel, 1994; Warren and Nelson, 1993; Ross et 
al., 1993; Richards and Sutherland, 1992; references 
therein). While expansion is now recognized as a muta- 
tion, the mechanism by which expansion occurs is not 
understood. 
Several features characteristic of large expansions sug- 
gest that the DNA itself is an important and common com- 
ponent. Probability of expansion occurs only when there 
is a critical length, at the upper range of normal. For exam- 
ple, in spontaneous cases of Huntington’s disease, CAG 
expansion occurs only when the paternal CAG copy num- 
ber was in the range of 30-36 repeats (Goldberg et al., 
1993); the normal range is lo-36 repeats (Kremer et al., 
1994). The importance of length is illustrated in the CGG 
repeat region of fragile X alleles by the fact that if an expan- 
sion unit is sufficiently long (>80 repeats), further large 
expansion becomes inevitable (Snow et al., 1993). 
The large jump in size that is associated with expansion 
(lo-74 copy number increase) (Bates and Lehrach, 1994) 
has only been observed in select sequences. To date, the 
expansion is associated with only two trinucleotide groups 
(CAGICTG and CGGICCG) (Bates and Lehrach, 1994; 
Mandel, 1994; Warren and Nelson, 1993; Ross et al., 
1993; Richards and Sutherland, 1992) and one dinucleo- 
tide group (AT), identified within the DCC (for deleted in 
colorectal carcinomas) gene in colon cancer tumors (Fearon 
et al., 1990; S. Thibodeau, personal communication). 
Although several mechanisms have been proposed, 
none satisfactorily explains why critical lengths and se- 
lected sequences are associated with expansion. The ba- 
sis for the sequence selectivity cannot be easily explained 
by either the GC content of the repeat or the frequency 
of occurrence in nature, sinceothertriplet unitswithsimilar 
CG content or similar frequency of occurrence (or both) 
are not associated with amplification (Han et al., 1994). 
We report here that hairpin formation provides a common 
precursor for expansion within the repeat regions of differ- 
ent genes expanded in human disease. The stability of the 
hairpins, comprising length and sequence characteristics, 
may in fact determine the threshold and potential for large 
scale expansion in genetic disease. 
Results 
Stable Hairpins Form from Oligonucleotides 
Containing Trinucleotide Repeats Associated 
with Expansion in Human Disease 
We studied the solution structure of a CAG and a comple- 
mentary CTG repeat (of 2.5 repeats), since this trinu- 
cleotide is most frequently associated with expansion in 
disease. Several single and multistrand structures are 
possible (Figure 1A). For both oligonucleotides, increases 
in temperature result in a cooperative increase in ab- 
sorbance, indicative of the large degree of base unstack- 
ing found in hydrogen-bonded structures upon melting 
(Figure 1B). In 10 mM PIPES buffer (100 mM NaCI, 0.1 
mM EDTA [pH 7.01) the midpoint for the thermal melting 
(T,J of the CTG strand transition is 52.0°C; the T, for the 
CAG strand transition is 50.0°C. (The percent hyper- 
chromicity for the melting of each strand is 15%-16%.) 
We confirmed the presence of hydrogen bonding for the 
CAG and CTG using ‘H nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR). Figure 2 shows the one-dimensional (1 D) 500 MHz 
‘H NMR spectrum of the imino protons of the CTG and 
the CAG oligonucleotides at 15OC. Of the four nucleotides 
(C, A, T, and G), only T and G have imino protons. The 
fact that we observe imino resonances in water at neutral 
pH provides direct evidence that the imino protons of the 
two hairpins are in slow exchange, indicating hydrogen 
bonding. The collection of resonances between 12.3 ppm 
and 12.8 ppm are assigned to the Watson-Crick G imino 
protons based on their chemical shift (Wiithrich, 1986, 
and references therein). Owing to symmetry and overlap, 
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Figure 1. Possible Structures for Oligonucleotides Comprising 25 
Copies of CAG or CTG 
(A) Possible structures of the CAG and CTG oligonucleotides: single 
denatured strand (I), hairpin (II), or homoduplex (Ill). Other possibr? 
structures from multiple strands are less likely and are not shown. N 
is equal to either A (in the CAG repeat) or T (in the CTG repeat). 
Asterisks indicate nucleotides with observable imino protons; broken 
lines indicate additional repeats to a total of 25. 
(6) Thermal melting analyses of the CAG and the CTG oligonucleo- 
tides. Plot of absorbance at 260 nm versus temperature for the CAG 
and CTG hairpins in IO mM PIPES buffer (100 mM NaCI, 0.1 mM 
EDTA [pH 7.01). Hairpin samples were diluted to 2.4 x 10” M strands 
in IO mM PIPES to a final volume of 1 ml. The raw data (solid lines) 
and the first derivative of the data (plus signs) for the CAG hairpin and 
the CTG hairpin are indicated. The midpoint of the melting transition 
(T,OC) for each hairpin is the midpoint of the first derivative curve. 
individual imino resonances cannot be resolved further. 
Unpaired imino protons or nonstandard imino pairings are 
found between 10 ppm and 12 ppm. Thus, the resonances 
at 10.7 ppm in Figure 2 are assigned as the T imino protons 
in the CTG oligonucleotide. Consistent with their assign- 
ment, these resonances have intensity similar to the G 
imino proton resonances at 12.8 ppm and are not observed 
in the CAG imino spectrum. 
In the upfield imino region of the CAG spectrum, we 
observed a broad line at 10.5 ppm (CAG in Figure 2) yet 
adenine contains no imino proton. However, a proton at 
Nl of adenine exchanges too rapidly with solvent to be 
observed by NMR (Pate1 et al., 1984; Hunter et al., 1988; 
Gao and Patel, 1987; Kalnik et al., 1988; McMurray et al., 
1994). Consequently, the 10.5 ppm broad line is assigned 
to G residues within the loop of the CAG hairpin (see Figure 
1A). Comparison of the 1D imino spectrum with a two- 
dimensional (2D) imino region scanned across the water- 
line reveals significant enhancement of the 10.5 ppm 
(CAG) and the 10.7 ppm (CTG) signals relative to the other 
lines for both CAG and CTG oligonucleotides. This type 
of signal enhancement is indicative of protons that are 
exposed to solvent and exchanging rapidly with water. 
Since the mispaired bases in the CAG oligonucleotide con- 
tain no imino proton, these data indicate that the broad- 
ness of the line is caused, at least in part, by relaxation 
due to exchange with water consistent with a loop struc- 
ture. The presence of the upfield peaks verifies the pres- 
ence of the mismatched base pairs or loop structures (or 
both) in the CTGlCAG oligonucleotides (Figure 2). Taken 
together, the results of the NMR and thermal melting anal- 
ysis clearly show that both the CAG and the CTG strands 
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Figure 2. The 500 MHz 1 D- and 2DJH NMR Spectrum of the Ex- 
changeable Protons of CAG and CTG Hairpins Comprising 25 Re- 
peating Units at 15% 
(Top) The concentration dependence of the 500 MHz 1 D-‘H NMR spec- 
trum of the imino protons of the CTG oligonucleotide at 15%: 2.0 mM 
(lower scan), 0.2 mM (middle scan), or 0.02 mM (top scan). 
(Bottom) A 500 MHz 2D NMR analysis of a CTG hairpin. The 500 MHz 
NOESY spectrum of the exchangeable protons of the CTG oligonucle- 
otide at 15%; 2D NOESY (mixing time 200 ms) of the CAG hairpin 
in 7.5 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0). Oligomer strands were dissolved 
in 0.5 ml of phosphate buffer (7.5 mM NaHzPO,, 1 mM EDTA) with 
‘H20:ZH20 (1:9). The region of the ‘H NMR spectrum for which water- 
imino interactions are observable is along the 4.6 ppm line. (CAG) is 
the same as (CTG) for the CAG hairpin. 
are not found in a linear strand form, but exist in a hydro- 
gen-bonded state consistent with a hairpin. 
To distinguish conclusively among hairpin, homodu- 
plex, or another multistrand form of the CAG and CTG 
oligonucleotides, we examined the concentration depen- 
dence of both melting and the 1 D spectrum. At 15X, lOO- 
fold dilution (from 2.0 mM to 0.02 mM) resulted in no ob- 
servable change to the NMR spectrum (Figure 2). This 
observation suggests that, under our buffer conditions, 
each oligonucleotide exists largely in a single hydrogen- 
bonded conformation. In addition, we found that both the 
CAG and the CTG oligonucleotide melting transitions were 
independent of concentration over a 1 OOO-fold range (data 
not shown). The concentration independence of the T,% 
and the ‘H-NMR spectrum for both the CAG and the CTG 
oligonucleotides conclusively demonstrates intramolecu- 
lar hydrogen bonding and confirms that the structure does 
not arise from multiple strands. 
Owing to the repetitive nature of the oligonucleotides, 
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Figure 3. Structure and Stability of Hairpins That Form with the 
Threshold Copy Number in Disease Genes 
GenEMSL-reported sequences are edited by inserting the maximum 
number of normal repeat range into the appropriate region of the indi- 
cated gene: Seal is spinocerebellar ataxia type 1; My/Y is myotonic 
dystrophy. DNA Fold calculates the maximum stable hairpin from the 
edited sequences. Flanking sequence is indicated by brackets. Calcu- 
lated free energy of each hairpin is repotted as AG (kilocalories per 
mole) to the right. A base pointing outward on the figure indicates only 
that is a non-Watson-Crick base pairing; this representation is not an 
indication of its structural position. 
we were unable to assign any of the individual imino pro- 
tons. However, we utilized 2D nuclear Overhauser effect 
(NOE) to determine the position of the imino protons in 
relation to the stem. The 2D NOE spectroscopy (NOESY) 
spectrum for the CAG and the CTG oligonucleotides (in 
10 mM phosphate [pH 7.0)) at 15% is shown in Figure 
2. Particularly informative is the CTG hairpin due to the 
presence of the observable T imino protons in the hairpin 
structure. We asked whether the mismatched base pairs 
were stacked within the stem or were pointing away from 
the stem. We found that the T and G imino protons are 
in close proximity, which was made evident by the pres- 
ence of a strong NOESY cross-peak (Figure 2). These 
data indicate that the mispaired bases are highly stacked 
within the stem of the CTG hairpin. Thus, NMR and melting 
analyses together confirm that the CTG oligonucleotide 
forms a stable hairpin structure with mismatched base 
pairs. 
Hairpins of Similar Stability and Structure Form 
within the Repeat Regions of Different 
Disease-Associated Genes: A Threshold Hairpin 
Stability Correlates with Critical Lengths 
for Expansion 
Since hairpins form within the CAGlCTG repeat regions, 
we analyzed whether the critical lengths associated with 
genetic instability could be explained by a hairpin struc- 
ture. We evaluated the ability of trinucleotide repeats to 
form stable hairpins within the context of the individual 
disease genes. Since expansion in human disease always 
occurs near the upper range of the normal copy number, 
we edited sequence files for each disease gene such that 
the repeat region contained the documented upper limit. 
To evaluate hairpin stability, we modified the values for 
the Genetics Computer Group program RNA Fold (Zucker 
and Steigler, 1981) for analysis of DNA base pairing and 
stacking energies (Breslauer et al., 1986) at 37%. The 
file (DNA Fold) contains free energy contributions from 
hairpin loops, mispaired bases, bulge loops, and interior 
loops for DNA(Baxteret al., 1993; Renteperiset al., 1993). 
Using the DNA Fold program, we allowed the computer 
to fold the edited gene sequences into the most stable 
possible structure. 
Despite differences in copy number and sequences for 
all reported expansion-associated genes, the repeat re- 
gion was folded into a hairpin structure of similar energy, 
from -41 to -53.9 kcal per hairpin (an average of -47.3 
kcal per hairpin) (Figure 3). Thus, a hairpin of common 
structure and common stability could form among different 
disease genes with different ranges of normal copy num- 
ber. Hairpins were of similar energies owing, in part, to 
the contribution of flanking sequence (brackets in Figure 
3). Of particular interest is the case of Huntington’s dis- 
ease. In Huntington’s disease, it has been noted that the 
CAG and the CCG regions are polymorphic, but only the 
CAG region is associated with large expansion and dis- 
ease (Maddox, 1994; Andrew et al., 1994; Rubinsztein et 
al., 1993). In disease populations, the CCG polymorphism 
is reduced as the adjacent CAG region is expanded. This 
relationship has suggested a connection between the 
CCG and the CAG in expansion (Maddox, 1994). We found 
that the entire CCG repeat region proximal to the CAG 
region forms the base of the hairpin structure, no matter 
how large the CAG region becomes. The use of flanking 
sequence to form the hairpins provides a potential struc- 
tural basis for the observed constancy of the CCG region 
at a time when the CAG region is expanded. Attainment 
of a common threshold stability (50 kcallmol) requires a 
minimum length of repeating units that correlates with the 
upper range of normal copy number in reported disease 
genes. 
Sequences Associated with Large Expansion Are 
Those That Form Hairpins of Threshold Stability 
We next evaluated whether the ability to form hairpins of 
threshold energy might distinguish sequences associated 
with expansion from those that are not. There are 16 dis- 
tinct di- and trinucleotide classes in repeating segments, 
considering complementation and frameshifting (Han et 
al., 1994). Using DNA Fold, we analyzed the ability of all 
16 classes to form hairpins. Only six sequence classes 
were capable of forming hairpins above the threshold en- 
ergy when the copy number was sufficiently long (Figure 
4). All sequences that are associated with large expansion 
in disease are found within this group (CGGKCG, CAGl 
CTG, and AT) (asterisks in Figure 4). All other nucleotide 
sequences either were incapable of forming any hairpin 
structure or formed hairpins of low stability, below the 
threshold. 
Of the six sequences that were capable of forming hair- 
pin structures of threshold stability, the two classes that 
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Figure 4. Theoretical Free Energy Versus Repeat Number of Simple 
Sequences That Can Form Hairpins 
Energies (-AG) calculated from DNA Fold (see text) for sequence 
classes capable of forming hairpins. Closed arrows indicate the range 
of repeat number found within human genes (in GenEMBL). Stippled 
area indicates the threshold energy value range from Figure 3. Vertical 
double arrows indicate the repeat number corresponding to the aver- 
age threshold energy for each simple repeat sequence. Asterisks indi- 
cate those sequences that are associated with large expansions. Dis- 
ease probability was taken from the data of Snow et al. (1993j; hairpin 
energies corresponding to the average copy number for the disease 
probability groups of fragile X syndrome are shown as closed dots. 
Multiple mechanisms by which the copy number of repetitive sequence 
increases (see Discussion) correspond to the level of hairpin energy. 
are not associated with expansion, GAC and GC, were 
underrepresented as contiguous stretches in human 
genes (Table l), too short for threshold stability. For exam- 
ple, the GAC sequence class is predicted to form a stable 
hairpin if found in a contiguous stretch of greater than 30 
repeats. However, we found that the largest stretch of GAC 
present in the human genome is five repeats (NHUM in Table 
1; stippled arrow in Figure 4). Similarly, GC stretches are 
not typically found in the human genome longer than nine 
repeats (one sequence contains 12 repeats), well below 
the length necessary for threshold energy. Thus, GAC and 
CG may be capable of forming hairpins of threshold en- 
ergy, but they are not found in sufficient lengths in human 
genes to be of critical stability. Interestingly, the GT/CA 
sequence is associated with small increases in copy num- 
ber in colon cancer (class II). In this case also, a hairpin 
of threshold stability requires more GT-contiguous repeats 
(130) than are found in human genes (42). In contrast, 
AAG, ACT, and AGG sequences, which are found in large 
stretches in human genes, are not predicted to form hair- 
pins structures even at high copy number. Thus, the ability 
of sequences to form hairpins of threshold energy corre- 
Table 1. The Stability of Hairpins Formed from Representative Dinucleotide and Trinucleotide Repeats 
Nucleotide Repeat” AGlbsb NHUM= Sampled T,“C” Stable Hairpins’ 
GAC=ACG =CGA 
GTC=CGT=TCG 
GT = TG 
AC = CA 
AAT=ATA=TAA 
ATT=TAT=TTA 
ATC=TCA=CAT 
GAT=TGA=ATG 
-0.5 
-0.5 
-0.4 
ACT=CTA=TAC 
AGT=TAG=GTA 
l-54 
l-5 
l-39 
1-14 
l-6 
CGG (25) 
GAC (5) - 
GAC (25) 54.0 
CAG (25) 48.0 
76.1 t**. 
GT (37) - 
AAT (15) - 
ATC (14) - 
ACT (6) - 
fff. 
AAGQ l-23 AAG (25) - 
A0 l-42 AC (37) - 
8 Representative di- or trinucleotide classes from 16 possible unique classes (see Experimental Procedures). Boxes designate those nucleotide 
classes that are associated with large expansions and human disease. 
b Free energy per base pair was calculated using nearest neighbor analysis. The free energy of the di- or trinucleotide was divided by the number 
of bases in the repeat. 
c NHUM is the range of repeat number reported in humail genes. 
d Representative oligonucleotide sequences, with the number of repeats indicated in FSrentheSeS. 
’ T,‘% is the midpoint of the melting transition for representative oligonucleotides. 
’ Asterisks indicate sequence classes that are predicted to be capable of forming hairpins at or above the threshold energy (from Figure 3) and 
form hairpins at NHUM. Threshold hairpin energy requires a minimum copy number, shown in Figure 3. 
9 AAG and AC are sequences that are not predicted to form any secondary structure. 
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lates with both the copy number at which large expansion 
occurs for different nucleotide classes (vertical arrows in 
Figure 4) and the sequence selectivity of large nucleotide 
expansion in human disease (asterisks in Figure 4). 
To confirm that our theoretical calculations reflect hair- 
pin stability, we melted representative oligonucleotides 
containing repeating sequences that are predicted to form 
hairpins above threshold (CGG, CAG, GAC, GT), to form 
hairpins of low stability (AAT, ATC, ACT), and to have no 
secondary structure (AAG, AC). We confirmed that oligo- 
nucleotide melting profiles reflect the behavior predicted 
based on theoretical calculations (Table 1). Melting transi- 
tions are present only in sequences associated with 
expansion when the oligonucleotide copy number is at or 
near that reported in the human genome (Table 1). We 
conclude that hairpin stability comprises two components: 
length and sequence. The only classes that have both the 
correct sequence and the correct copy number to form 
hairpins of threshold stability are CAG, CGG, and AT, 
those nucleotides that are associated with large expan- 
sions in human disease. Additionally, the ability to form 
hairpins of threshold stability suggests that the remaining 
sequence classes, GAC and GC, can form hairpins and 
have the potential for large expansion should sequences 
of sufficient length occur in the human genome. 
Instabilities in Fragile X Proto- and Premutations 
Correlate with the Ability to Form Hairpin 
Structures of Threshold Stability 
We next asked whether the threshold stability could be 
used to predict instability in human genes associated with 
disease in the context of the FMRl gene. We analyzed 
the sequences of 37 representative genotypes, which in- 
cluded stable alleles, alleles from patients with possible 
diagnoses of fragile X syndrome, and alleles from patients 
with a definite diagnosis of fragile X syndrome (Snow et 
al., 1993). It is known that in normal populations, the CGG 
repeats within FMR7 alleles are interrupted with AGG tri- 
nucleotides (Kunst and Warren, 1994; Reiss et al., 1994; 
Snow et al., 1994; Hirst et al., 1994). Premutation geno- 
types, that lack AGG punctuations appear particularly 
prone to expansion. We found that all alleles associated 
with particularly stable transmission formed hairpins of 
energies well below the threshold for expansion (Figure 
5). In contrast, all alleles associated with unstable trans- 
mission form stable hairpin structures well above the 
threshold energy. For example, 70.A.9.A.9 contains a total 
of 30 repeats, contains two AGG interruptions (stippled 
arrow in Figure 5) and forms a hairpin of -22 kcal, much 
lower than the threshold value for expansion. This geno- 
type is the most common genotype in human populations 
and is one of the most stably transmitted. 
Since predicted hairpin stability will always increase as 
the number of CGGs increases, but not all alleles of inter- 
mediate length (32-60 copies) will expand, we evaluated 
whether hairpin stability could explain instability between 
alleles of identical repeat length that differ by only AGG 
punctuations (Kunst and Warren, 1994; Reiss et al., 1994; 
Snow et al., 1994; Hirst et al., 1994). We found that AGG 
interruptions had a dramatic effect on the stability of hair- 
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Figure 5. The Correlation among Repeat Length, AGG Interruptions, 
and Hairpin Energies in the FMR7 Gene 
In the FMR7 allele configurations (Snow et al., 1994). the number 
indicates a number of CGG repeats; A indicates an AGG interruption. 
Each gene configuration is plotted as a function of total repeat number 
(including AGGs) (stippled circles) and uninterrupted CGG repeats 
(closed diamonds) on the left axis. The calculated hairpin energy (open 
squares) is plotted on the right axis. The stippled arrow indicates the 
most common repeat configuration. The two sets of closed arrows 
indicate the alleles compared in the text. The stippled bar indicates 
the hairpin threshold range from Figure 3. The boxed sequences are 
known fragile X alleles. 
pins that formed within repeat regions of nearly identical 
length (closed arrows in Figure 5). For example, the 
lO.A.9.A.23 genotype contains 42 CGG repeats and two 
AGG interruptions. It forms a hairpin (-39 kcal) well below 
threshold stability and is associated with stable transmis- 
sion. In contrast, the 45 genotype that contains 45 CGG 
repeats is associated with unstable transmission and 
forms avery stable hairpin structure (-105 kcal). A similar 
result is obtained by comparing the 9.A. 72.A.9 allele with 
9.A.22, which both contain 32 repeats and differ by only 
a single base (closed arrows in Figure 5). The former is 
stably transmitted and forms a hairpin below threshold; 
DNA Fold modeling reveals the latter genotype forms a 
very stable hairpin (-72 kcal), well above the threshold 
for expansion. This genotype is associated with chromo- 
somes of individuals with a possible diagnosis for fragile 
X syndrome, contains an allele that is overrepresented in 
the premutation genotypes (Snow et al., 1993), and has 
been predicted to be particularly susceptible to expansion 
toward a full mutation. Thus, hairpin stability can predict 
unstable transmission among alleles of identical length. 
Further, all reported unstable alleles identified in patients 
with fragile X syndrome are predicted to form very stable 
hairpins at or above -100 kcal (boxed in Figure 5). We 
found that hairpin stability is directly related to increase 
in copy number and inversely related to the number of 
AGG interruptions (Kunst and Warren, 1994; Reiss et al., 
1994; Snow et al., 1994; Hirst et al., 1994). 
Discussion 
DNA structure has been suggested as a possible factor 
in expansion (Fearon et al., 1990; Kunkel, 1993; Fry and 
Loeb, 1994; Kohwi et al., 1993). We show here that hair- 
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pins of common structure and stability can form within 
repeating segments associated with large expansion in 
disease. The ability to form hairpins of threshold energy 
can explain the observed features of inherited unstable 
DNA: length dependence and sequence selectivity. Hair- 
pin structure can explain features of expansion associated 
with anticipation in disease (Stine et al., 1993), since the 
longer the sequence, the more stable the hairpin and the 
more probable hairpin formation becomes. 
Hairpin stability not only correlates with the length de- 
pendence and sequence selectivity of expanded repeats, 
but can also explain other puzzling features of inherited 
unstable DNA: it provides a possible structural basis for 
maintenance of the CCG region in Huntington’s disease 
during CAG expansion, it predicts instability in FMR7 al- 
leles, and it explains the stabilizing effect of AGG punctua- 
tions in FM/%. The highly disruptive properties of AGG 
interruptions on hairpin stability and structure can explain 
the many recent observations that the loss of interruptions, 
not just of length, plays a critical role in the establishment 
of fragile X disease (Kunst and Warren, 1994; Reiss et 
al., 1994; Snow et al., 1994; Hirst et al., 1994). Thus, loss 
of the interruption by a single point mutation (changing 
the AGG to a CGG) can cause the subsequent formation of 
a hairpin with an energy much greater than the threshold, 
allowing expansion to occur. Stability of the hairpins, com- 
prising length and sequence characteristics, may in fact 
determine the threshold and the potential for large ex- 
pansion. 
Hairpin stability increases linearly within length, but the 
slopes vary dramatically with the sequence (Figure 4). 
Small insertion and deletion mutations (class II) have been 
observed within stretches of CA dinucleotide repeats (Aal- 
tonen et al., 1993; Thibodeau et al., 1993) or within CAG 
sequences too short to reach hairpin threshold stability 
for large expansion (Goldberg et al., 1993). Simple poly- 
merase slippage is a likely mechanism for these class 
II changes (Kunkel, 1993). Polymerase slippage typically 
gives rise to small changes in allele size and results in 
both insertion and deletion mutations (Modrich, 1991; Har- 
ayamaet al., 1991; Hoelzel et al., 1994; Umar et al., 1994). 
However, large increases that are observed in many ge- 
netic diseases are not satisfactorily accounted for by a 
simple slippage model. If large expansion occurs by a slip- 
page mechanism and the daughter strand has only a sin- 
gle free end, slippage to a matching repeat separated by 
more than a few repeating unitsquickly becomesenergeti- 
tally unfavorable. Many more hydrogen bonds must be 
broken than reformed. However, hairpin formation can 
provide compensating hydrogen bonding that can stabi- 
lize large-step slippage by reducing the energy difference 
between the normal and the slipped state. Thus, it is likely 
that multiple mechanistic steps allow for different sizes of 
expanded repeats (Figure 4). Simple slippage may be the 
mechanism by which small increases in copy number 
evolve toward longer contiguous stretches. As the copy 
number increases, hairpin formation becomes more prob- 
able and more stable, giving rise to ihe potential for large- 
scale expansion (Figure 4). 
Two features are characteristic of hairpins that form with 
expanded gene segments: intermediate stability and alter- 
nating mispaired bases. We do not know whether the mis- 
pairings are an important structural feature for expansion 
or whether they serve to lower the stability or kinetics of 
hairpin formation. The slope for GC dinucleotide repeats 
is much greater than for other sequences and forms a very 
stable hairpin containing no mismatched pairs. However, 
no occurrences of GC stretches of 15 or more are found 
in the human genome. The underrepresentation of GC 
dinucleotide sequences in the human genome does not 
appear to be the consequence of methylation, deamina- 
tion, and mutation to T, since repeating GC dinucleotides 
are also not found in mitochondria, yeast, or Neurospora 
crassa, which lack standard CpG methylases @urge et 
al., 1992). It may bepossiblethat mispaired bases facilitate 
expansion or that an upper limit of stability forms a thresh- 
old for deletion (Figure 4). Recent reports document size 
reductions during transmission within large (>200) CTG 
repeat regions of the myotonic dystrophy locus that place 
the affected chromosome into the normal range. The result 
of reduction was reversion from disease to normal pheno- 
type, or at least delayed onset of clinical signs (Shelbourne 
et al., 1992; O’Hoy et al., 1993). Intermediate stability of 
hairpins may be a key that targets sequences for expan- 
sion rather than for deletion. 
Experimental Procedures 
Generation of Sequences Used for FASTA Searches 
For data base searching, we designed sequences that contained 20 
repeats of each frameshifted trinucleotide (Pearson and Lipman, 
1998). For example, the sequence representing the CAG group begins 
with a G, contains 20 CAGs, and ends with a C. The sequence could 
then be interpreted as G(CAG),C, GC(AGCb, or (GCA),GC. The hu- 
man sequence data base was generated from two independent 
searches. Sequences in GenEMBL:hu’ contained only human se- 
quences, while sequences in GenEMBL:hs” (for Homo sapiens) con- 
tained mostly human sequences with some additional repeats (e.g., 
herpes simplex virus). In our statistical analysis, we removed all nonhu- 
man sequences from hs’ and all duplicates from both hu’ and hs’. 
The remaining hu’ and hs’ were then added together to yield totals 
for all human sequences. 
Ollgonucleotlde Synthesis and Preparation 
Two single-stranded oligonucleotides, (CAG), and (CTG)=, were syn- 
thesized and purified as described previously (Gacy and McMurray, 
1994; McMurray et al., 1994). 
Thermal Melting 
Instrumentation and techniques used for the thermal melting studies 
are described elsewhere in detail (Gacy and McMurray, 1994). 
NMR Methods 
ID- and 2D’H NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker AMX- 
500 spectrometer as described previously (McMurray et al., 1994). 
For exchangeable proton NMR studies, - 2.5 mM oligomer strands 
were dissolved in 0.5 ml of phosphate buffer (7.5 mM NaHzPO,, 1 mM 
EDTA) with ‘HzO:*HzO (9:l) in a 5 mm NMR tube. 
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